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What does it actually involve in the UK?

Why is it so hard?

What does that mean if it were enforced…

What’s the work around?

Why is it important?

     



A trend that’s years in the making…



The sexy stuff….

REGULATION (EC) No 110/2008 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL

What does it actually involve?

a MINIMUM alcoholic strength by volume, 96.0% 



The sexy stuff….

REGULATION (EC) No 110/2008 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL

What does it actually involve?



When it comes to the base – they are saying the same thing!

BOTH NEED A BASE THAT’S BEEN DISTILLED TO 96%.

What does it actually involve?

20. Gin
Gin is a juniper-flavoured spirit drink produced by flavouring organoleptically
suitable ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin with juniper berries…

21. Distilled Gin
a juniper-flavoured spirit drink produced exclusively by redistilling 
organoleptically suitable ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin of an appropriate 
quality with an initial alcoholic strength of at least 96 % vol... 



Why do so few try to make their own base?
Expertise & Knowhow

Scale (Still & Distillery footprint) 

Set up costs

Running costs

TIME!



Why is it so hard?

95% is tough, but the extra 1% involves a disproportionate amount of effort 

It is possible to hit an average of 95% ABV on 15 plates… 96% is a different beast.

& It’s not just about plates! It’s apparatus + process + maker



What does it mean if rules were 
enforced…

At least a dozen European products would need to be removed.
USA only requires distillers to hit 95% ABV… so all of those would need to be removed.
Australia follows the USA… so all of those would need to be removed.



Do the rules need to change?

If you don’t enforce the rules larger operators even though they are close,
how can you do it for those who are not trying? 

You can’t have double standards.
Would it be better to have one global standard and everyone go to 95%?

Would it be better for London Dry Gin be 96% ABV 
Distilled Gin be minimum 95%, 

while Compound Gins have no rules?

Would this mean that more innovation could be done
In terms of the apparatus being used?

(I-Stills // Vacuum Still Hybrids) 



It is actually quite common
It’s easy to think this is super niche and that people who deliberately 
don’t use highly rectified base spirit to make Gin are very uncommon.

These are examples from gins, that have pitched for a review, or that I have been sent 
to comment on for other publications in the past 10 days alone. 10 days.



What’s the current work around?

Add a less distilled spirit (e.g. Brandy) to NGS as a “liquid botanical”
Cut the distillate using alternative spirit / eau de vie / liquid



WHAT I’LL BE
Why is it important to talk about Base?

Where there’s craft, there needs to be support.
(or no one will bother doing it)

It is great for consumer and trade education
(around process and provenance)

New flavours and new innovation
(that is authentic, not gimmick driven)

We need Vodka to be respected.
(especially “Flavoured Vodka” or “Botanical Vodka”)



WHAT I’LL BE
What are some of the implications of this 
trend? It blows the argument over what

“craft” means even further apart.

Scale – Process – Provenance 

Price points

Will it unlock higher prices, or force a celling?

EAU DE VIE

There's a clear thirst for botanicals spirits –
Will there be more distilled spirits? 

(Pear Brandy, Kirsch, Calvados)



WHAT I’LL BE

From Grain to Glass… It’s all 
about that Base.

Olivier Ward
Co-Founder & Editor Gin Foundry



Ginposium 2018 – 7th June 2018 

The Gin Guild aims to ensure gin’s prominent place in the future by 
bringing together gin distillers and industry leaders involved in the 

production, promotion, distribution and consumption of gin.

The Gin Guild promotes and encourages commitment to excellence 
in gin distillation and industry custodianship of the spirit category.
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